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Human Rights and the Literary Self-portrait: Vann Nath’s A Cambodian Prison 

Portrait: One Year in the Khmer Rouge’s S-21  
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On 29 June 2009, Vann Nath, one of only seven known survivors of the Khmer Rouge’s 

infamous Tuol Sleng S-21 prison in Phnom Penh, testified as a witness at the 

Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia (ECCC), the UN-backed tribunal 

tasked with prosecuting top Khmer Rouge leaders for crimes committed during the 

Cambodian genocide of 1975–1979. Born in Battambang province in northwestern, 

Cambodia, Nath trained as a painter throughout the 1960s, specializing in portraits, 

landscapes, movie posters, and large panel size painting. When the Khmer Rouge seized 

power in 1975, Nath was deported to a work cooperative, where he endured hard labor 

for several years. Inexplicably transferred to S-21 in 1978, Nath was then photographed, 

imprisoned, and tortured, along with thousands of other classified enemies of the regime. 

Out of the estimated 14,000 prisoners who were murdered at Tuol Sleng, Nath’s life was 

sparred because he was enlisted to paint propaganda portraits of Pol Pot. Nath escaped 

from the prison when the Khmer Rouge fell from power on 7 January 1979.  

One year later, he returned to S-21 to inaugurate the opening of the Tuol Sleng Genocide 

Museum, where he was commissioned to paint a series of scenes depicting the atrocities 

that he had witnessed. These images were later incorporated into his 1998 memoir 

entitled A Cambodian Prison Portrait: One Year in the Khmer Rouge’s S-21. Written in 

Khmer and translated into English, French, Swedish, and German, Nath’s book is widely 

distributed inside and outside Cambodia and has inspired two other S-21 survivors, Chum 

Mey and Bou Meng, to write their own memoirs. His paintings are permanently 

displayed at the Genocide Museum in Phnom Penh, as well as in special exhibitions 

around the world. In commemoration of Nath’s passing on 5 September 2011, ‘The Vann 

Nath Tribute’ exhibition was held at the Bophana Center in Phnom Penh, featuring 40 



Cambodian and Western artists who contributed artworks to honor Nath’s memory.  

This essay examines Vann Nath’s memoir as a historical genre enjoined to Cambodia’s 

contemporary human rights movement. Existing critical scholarship has paid limited 

attention to Nath’s work since references to it appear either in relation to Rithy Panh’s 

acclaimed documentary film S21: The Khmer Rouge Killing Machine (which centers on 

Nath’s story) (Boyle 2009; Lim 2012) or in relation to the Khmer Rouge’s S-21 

photographic archive (of which Nath’s S-21 prisoner photo is a part) (Huges 2003). In 

general, this scholarship has tended to overlook Nath’s memoir as a literary, aesthetic, 

and historical text in its own right. Exemplifying Todorov’s (1976, 161) assertion that 

new genre formation is ‘always the transformation of one or several old genres ... by 

inversion, by displacement, by combination’, Nath’s text functions as what I term a 

human rights literary self-portrait. While the literary self-portrait has been associated with 

a Western tradition of autobiography that chronicles the life and development of the 

autonomous artist (Beaujour 1991; Soussloff 1997), Cambodian life writing has been 

focused on bearing witness to war crimes and to engaging the attention of the 

international community (Yamada 2005). A complex fusion of these historical genres, 

Nath’s memoir highlights the strategic formal innovation within the field of Cambodian 

literature that has been regarded by some critics as homogenous ‘variations on the same 

theme’ (Yamada 2005, 155). At the same time, the text challenges Beaujour’s (1991, 8) 

claim that ‘while “genres” have been evolving in the course of the modern period . . . the 

self-portrait stagnates’. Simultaneously an introspective reflection on the life of an artist 

and a politicized act of inscribing collective history, Nath’s memoir illustrates the way in 

which life narratives and human rights campaigns can operate, in the words of Schaffer 

and Smith (2004, 2), as ‘multidimensional domains that merge and intersect at critical 

points, unfolding and unfolding one another in an ethical relationship that is 

simultaneously productive of claims for social justice and problematic for the furtherance 

of this goal’.  

The Legacy of the Khmer Rouge  

In addition to the loss of over 1.7 millions lives, Cambodia suffered a near total 



annihilation of collective history, memory, and culture during the Khmer Rouge years 

(1975–1979). During this period, known to Cambodians as ‘Pol Pot time,’ Pol Pot’s 

Maoist- and Marxist–Leninist-inspired communist regime sought to transform 

Cambodian society into an agrarian utopia where all alleged enemies of state (namely, the 

royalist, government, bourgeoisie, intellectual, and professional classes), all ethnic 

minorities (Cham Muslims, ethnic Vietnamese Cambodians, and Khmer Krom), and all 

forms of cultural and spiritual life (dance, music, literature, and Buddhism) were targeted 

for disappearance. Over three decades later, the legacy of this past remains as both 

Cambodians and non-Cambodians struggle to recuperate history and memory within the 

charged political context of Cambodia’s contemporary international human rights 

movement. Described as ‘the apex of Cambodia’s tormented accountability process,’ the 

ECCC has been at the center of this movement since 2003 and has had a mandate to ‘try 

“senior leaders” of the Pol Pot regime and others deemed “responsible” for crimes 

committed under the CPK rule’ (Ciorciari and Heindel 2014, 4, 8). Despite years of trial 

proceedings and a vast expenditure of international resources, however, the ECCC has, to 

date, only been able to prosecute one Khmer Rouge leader, Kaing Guek Eav (aka Duch), 

for the genocidal crimes committed at S-21. The ECCC’s inability to deliver justice has 

led many critics to regard the tribunal as a failure (Ciorciari and Heindel 2014, 9). 

Cambodians continue to seek legal accountability, truth, and historical understanding 

about what happened during Pol Pot time, but, as Schlund-Vials (2012, 13) has 

explained, such collective reconciliation has remained perpetually elusive within a 

current political context characterized by ‘hegemonic modes of public policy and 

memory’. Schlund-Vials (2012, 13) employs the term the ‘Cambodian Syndrome’ to 

describe the tactical processes of remembering and forgetting employed by both the 

present-day authoritarian Cambodian state and US imperial state to evade responsibility 

for past genocidal and war crimes. In sum, state mechanisms of public remembrance have 

proven to be limited in their capacity to redress the void of history and existence created 

during the Killing Fields era.  

At the same time, a ‘renaissance of Cambodian arts’ has been steadily taking place in 

recent decades, ‘reminding Cambodians of their extraordinary cultural heritage’ (Becker 

2014) and demonstrating how the struggle to overcome the traumatic past is being waged 



both within and beyond official state mechanisms. Schlund-Vials (2012, 13) has 

examined how Cambodian American cultural production has functioned to resist ‘state-

authorized erasure through individual and communal articulations about the Killing 

Fields era’ while Hamilton (2013, 7) argues that ‘a new movement has emerged in recent 

years from a younger generation [of Cambodians] whose work continues to explore the 

value of contemporary documentary in challenging the prevailing cultural amnesia’. For 

all its failures, the tribunal has arguably had the positive effect of opening up a space for 

Cambodians to engage with the past in complex ways, operating as a catalyst for the 

production and circulation of new literary and artistic works of witness. Schaffer and 

Smith (2004, 40) have influentially traced the ways in which human rights movements, 

such as truth commissions or tribunals, provide a platform that allow ‘previously silenced 

voices to be heard in new legitimizing contexts’. They argue that these movements make 

specific use of survivor life narratives since these stories can powerfully ‘intervene in the 

public sphere, contesting social norms, exposing the fictions of official history, and 

prompting resistance beyond the provenance of the story’ (Schaffer and Smith 2004, 3).  

Cambodian American autobiography as a testimonial genre  

As a foundational text in testimonial writing about the Cambodian genocide, Vann Nath’s 

A Cambodian Prison Portrait: One Year in the Khmer Rouge’s S-21 exemplifies this 

intervention in and challenge to state-censored history. Yamada has characterized 

Cambodian American autobiography as a ‘new form of testimonial discourse’ (Yamada 

2005, 144) that remains ‘situated on a liminal interstice of the national/international, 

narrowly framed around the tragic 1975– 1979 experience of the Pol Pot era in 

Cambodia’ (2005, 146). She argues that texts such as Sydney Schanberg’s The Life and 

Death of Dith Pran, Haing Ngor’s Haing Ngor: A Cambodian Odyssey, Sophal Leng 

Stagg’s Hear Me Now, Pin Yathay’s Stay Alive, My Son, Dith Pran’s Children of 

Cambodia’s Killing Fields, Luong Ung’s First They Killed My Father, and Chanrithy 

Him’s When Broken Glass Floats, among others, share a distinct ideological and political 

dimension: ‘the audience is international in scope; the topic is the violation of human 

rights, and the historically accurate testimonial discourse becomes symbolically 

evidentiary in its ability to substantiate the crime’ (2005, 149). Furthermore, all exhibit a 



‘distinctive [tripartite] Cambodian autobiographical chronotope . . . divided into three 

parts’: before, during, and after the genocide of 1975–1979 (2005, 147). While Yamada 

notes this generic narrative structure encodes a ‘movement from victim to plaintiff – an 

action signified by the rupture of an imposed silence,’ she also cautions against the 

temptation to ‘read these autobiographies as variations on the same theme’ (2005, 153, 

155). Beneath ‘the horrible sameness of experience in the killing fields and its ubiquitous 

trauma,’ compelling differences can be discerned among Cambodian testimonial texts 

(2005, 154).  

With similar attention to the juridical context that propels the production of Cambodian 

American autobiography, Schlund-Vials also challenges the tendency amongst critics to 

read these texts as simply derivative of Jewish Holocaust writing, citing the example of 

reviewer Joshua Wolf Shenk’s literary appraisal of the memoirs by Ung and Him: 

‘Cambodia does not yet have its Anne Frank or Elie Wiesel, two storytellers who bore so 

hard into the particulars of their experience that they could speak for anonymous 

millions. Perhaps Ung and Him had these models in mind, as both chose to narrate their 

stories in the present tense, from their point of view as children’ (cited in Schlund-Vials 

2012, 116). Such evaluations, Schlund-Vials asserts, ‘troublingly [eschew] the tenets of a 

distinct life-writing genre in favor of a now-familiar Holocaust referent’ (2012, 117) and 

‘obscure very real differences between Jewish productions and Cambodian American life 

writing with regard to history, politics, and state- sanctioned justice,’ namely, the 

‘disjuncture between hindsight prosecution (the trials at Nuremberg) and still-to-be-

served justice (the ongoing UN/Cambodian War Crimes Tribunal)’ (2012, 118). Schlund-

Vials (2012, 132) proceeds to demonstrate how the memoirs by Ung and Him skillfully 

‘deconstruct and revise traditional notions of the bildungsroman – a coming-of-age 

narrative focused on moral, psychological, and intellectual development – through stories 

of growing up under the Khmer Rouge that encompass moral decay, trauma, and 

confusion’. Ung’s and Him’s use of daughterly and familial frames, she argues, signals 

an agential act of writing back to the Khmer Rouge’s brutal attack on the family structure 

and a necessary reclaiming of collective history within the still- unreconciled juridical 

context of Cambodia’s present.  



Vann Nath’s art of testimony  

The first thing that one notices about Nath’s A Cambodian Prison Portrait is the way in 

which the book’s cover – a visual self-portrait of Nath – is markedly unlike that of all 

other Cambodian testimonial autobiographies, and indeed of most human rights memoirs 

in general. These texts not surprisingly display a cover image of the child protagonist set 

against a backdrop of worn-torn Cambodia. These images establish the reader’s generic 

expectation of a traumatic bildungsroman, and no doubt satisfy the expectations of book 

publishers who ‘recognize that stories of suffering and survival [especially of children] 

sell to readers’ (Schaffer and Smith 2004, 25). As Douglas has argued with respect to 

autobiographies of childhood, looking at  

the autobiography’s cover image involves the consumption of the child who 

adorns the book’s cover and whose story lies within its pages. The cover image – 

it’s construction and containment of the child image – is crucial to an 

understanding of how the autobiography is produced and read. (Douglas 2010, 

43)  

In most Cambodian autobiographies, the cover image depicting the war- distressed child 

protagonist most obviously indexes humanitarian frames of Western refugee rescue and 

redemption. The cover of Nath’s memoir, however, confounds readers’ expectations 

(Figure 1). It employs a painted self-portrait of Nath as an adult man in a rather 

nondescript setting – an artistic image painted in the style of what Boreth Ly has 

described as ‘socialist realism’ (2008, 117).  



 
Figure 1. The book cover of Nath’s memoir. Source: White Lotus Press.  

Captioned on the book’s dust jacket as ‘Battambang, December 31, 1977, self- portrait by 



Vann Nath,’ the image depicts Nath (1998) sitting on the floor of a barn-like stall, 

shackled by the ankle to a post. The composition of the facial expression and body 

posture can perhaps best be described as worried contemplation, suggesting to the reader 

that the visual self-portrait captures Nath at a dangerous threshold: it is the moment of 

Nath’s first incarceration after he has been arrested for allegedly instigating opposition to 

the Khmer Rouge. The scene represents the beginning of Nath’s long nightmare of torture 

and dehumanization under the Khmer Rouge, and, in some ways, the beginning of his 

new vocation as a propaganda artist for the regime. The reader is invited to contemplate 

from the outset the way in which Nath’s identity as a skilled painter is inextricable from 

his story of survival. Thompson (2013, 78) asserts that the visual ‘self-portrait has a 

prominent place in Vann Nath’s oeuvre’ since ‘picturing himself as the victim of Khmer 

Rouge crimes enhanced the credence and impact of the testimony of the eye-witness’. 

Painted in a realistic style, these self-portraits ‘reference Renaissance-born 

Enlightenment-enhanced portraiture as it has been long practiced in Cambodia’ at the 

same time that they draw on Buddhist themes of self-reflection (Thompson 2013, 78). 

The cover photo therefore serves to introduce the text’s hybrid generic status as a human 

rights literary self-portrait – an autobiographical text that is simultaneously oriented 

inward and outward, that chronicles the life and development of the artist and that bears 

witness to human rights abuses under the Khmer Rouge.  

In their classification of 60 genres of life writing, Smith and Watson (2010, 279) explain 

that the term self-portrait (in French, autoportrait) ‘is primarily used for an artist’s 

painted, photographed, drawn, or printed portrait of him – or herself. But in literary 

studies, self-portrait has been used to distinguish the present-oriented from the 

retrospectively oriented autobiographical narrative’. For instance, Beaujour in his book 

Poetics of the Literary Self-Portrait makes the case for the literary self-portrait as a genre 

in its own right, one that ‘attempts to create coherence through a system of cross-

references, anaphoras, super- impositions, or correspondences among homologous and 

substitutable elements, in such a way as to give the appearance of discontinuity, of 

anachronistic juxtaposition, or montage’ (Beaujour 1991, 3). According to Beaujour 

(1991, 2), the genre is more like poetry since the ‘absence of a continuous narrative in the 

self-portrait distinguishes it from autobiography’ as does its subordination of narration to 



thematics. In general, Beaujour regards verbal self-portraiture as more concerned with the 

abstract self in the present of writing than with the fixed historical past. Finally, Soussloff 

(1997, 20) offers a more concrete description of the literary self-portrait as an artist’s 

autobiography – ‘first-person written or spoken accounts by the artist, whether in the 

form of autobiography, memoir, interview’ and exemplified by texts such as I 

Commentarrii by Lorenzo Ghiberti, Autobiography by Benvenuto Cellini, or early 

interviews with Pablo Picasso. While Soussloff’s book The Absolute Artist: the 

Historiography of a Concept focuses more specifically on the biography of the artist, she 

acknowledges that this genre inherently ‘contains within it the autobiography of the 

artist’ (a term that I employ interchangeably throughout this essay with that of the literary 

self- portrait) (1997, 19). She offers a schematic structure of the artist’s biography, 

equally applicable to the genre of the artist’s autobiography, that includes the following 

chronological narrative components: the artist’s prebirth (e.g., ‘portents’ or ‘dreams’), 

birth (e.g., ‘significance of place of birth’ or ‘family lineage’), youth (e.g., ‘signs of early 

promise in drawing or modeling’ or ‘recognition of abilities by a teacher’), maturity (e.g., 

‘descriptions of major commissions’), and old age (e.g., ‘descriptions of late works in 

terms of artist’s spirituality’ (1997, 2). Specific to the genre of the biography of artist, the 

schema also includes the artist’s death, the fate of the artist’s body, and the fate of the 

artist’s works (1997, 2).  

Just as other Cambodian autobiographies have importantly reworked and subverted 

historical genres such as the bildungsroman or the heroic epic narrative, Nath’s memoir 

adapts and reinvents the literary self-portrait (in addition to the visual self-portrait) to suit 

a contemporary Cambodian human rights context and activist agenda. While the story of 

the artist’s birth and early life might occupy several pages or even chapters in a 

traditional artist’s autobiography, in Nath’s memoir these sections are condensed into a 

mere two paragraphs, indicative of a sense of urgency on the writer’s part to move 

beyond the self:  

I was born into a farming family in 1946. Our home was in Battambang, a city in 

Northwestern Cambodia 300 kilometers from the capital of Phnom Penh. Before 

the 1970 war, Battambang was a peaceful province, known as the country’s rice 



bowl because the land was so fertile. The people were generally well off and did 

not experience hunger. After several years in the monkhood as a teenager, I chose 

painting as my profession, which had been my favorite subject since childhood. I 

studied with a private teacher for a while, then took up an apprenticeship with 

another artist. Because I had talent I learned quickly and in 1969 I opened a small 

business with several partners. We painted cinema placards, private portraits, and 

huge billboards of King Sihanouk to welcome his entourage when he visited 

Battambang. Although my income was not very high, I was satisfied with my 

career and was able to provide a modest living for my family. (1998, 1)  

The first part of this passage establishes the pre-1975 time period of the previously 

mentioned three-part testimonial chronotope of Cambodian life writing, anticipating the 

chronological narrative to come. As in other Cambodian autobiographies, Nath’s portrait 

of this period as a peaceful, idyllic time in his childhood and in Cambodian history 

underscores the devastation later wrought by the Khmer Rouge. By referencing this 

peacetime period in Cambodia, Nath’s text suggests the importance of representing 

Cambodia as a place of beauty and history, not just as a place of genocide. Furthermore, 

Nath’s invocation of the ‘1970 war,’ instead of the more commonly known date of the 

1975 Khmer Rouge takeover, subtly indexes the history of the Vietnam War’s spillover 

into Cambodia, when the US military engaged in an illegal bombing campaign along the 

Northern border of Cambodia, killing hundreds of thousands of civilians and politically 

fuelling the rise of the Khmer Rouge (Owen and Kiernan 2006). Nath’s reference to the 

fertile land of Battambang also informs the reader of the agricultural and ecological 

plentitude destroyed by the US bombings and the Khmer Rouge’s communist totalitarian 

reforms.  

The second part of Nath’s opening passage begins to reveal the text’s generic variation of 

the Cambodian testimonial prototype through the introduction of an artist’s motif in the 

narrative. Corresponding with Soussloff’s schematic structure of the artist’s 

autobiography, Nath mentions his early interest and promise in painting and draws 

attention to the recognition of his talent by a teacher and later by a fellow artist with 

whom he apprentices. Nath emphasizes his entrepreneurial spirit as an artist as well as his 



virtuosity in several media – ‘cinema placards, private portraits, and huge billboards of 

King Sihanouk.’ Such details are significant in associating Nath with identity categories 

that will later be targeted by the Khmer Rouge: royalist supporters, business owners, and 

artists. Set against the Khmer Rouge’s genocidal elimination of 90% of the artists living 

in Cambodia between 1975 and 1979, Nath’s use of an artist’s frame to begin his story 

acquires a politically subversive dimension. As Phloeun Prim, executive director of the 

organization Cambodian Living Arts, has explained,  

Artists represent the voice of nations and I also I think it [the targeting of artists] 

was a strong rejection from the Khmer Rouge of Western influence of expressions 

. . . The Khmer Rouge wanted to bring back the sense of identity [of] having 

everyone equal. They wanted everyone in a society that is based on the work with 

the earth. (cited in Jackson 2014)  

Ly (2008, 119) similarly explains that the legacy of this elimination of artists and the 

‘devastation of vision’ among those who were able to survive ‘contributed to the absence 

of visual representation of the genocide’. The ‘reconstruction of vision traumatized and 

devastated by the Khmer Rouge,’ Ly writes, ‘depends on the will of the living’ (121). 

Nath’s reconstruction of the autobiographical self not only as a survivor of genocide, but 

also as an artist who survived against all probability, restores historical memory of the 

near-total loss of Cambodian artists while embodying Nath’s extraordinary personal will 

to resist historical forgetting.  

Until the recent publication of Bou Meng’s A Survivor from the Khmer Rouge Prison S-

21 (2010) and Chum Mey’s Survivor: The Triumph of an Ordinary Man in the Khmer 

Rouge Genocide (2012), Nath’s memoir was also the only existing published witness 

account of a survivor of S-21, the place reportedly described by Cambodians in nearby 

compounds at the time as konlaenh choul min dael chenh – ‘the place where people go in 

but never come out’ (Chandler 1999, 7). As such, the text offers a unique testimonial 

perspective on the atrocities committed by the Khmer Rouge not afforded by other 

Cambodian autobiographies in the diaspora. While the first third of Nath’s text exhibits 

‘the second part of the [Cambodian autobiographical] chronotope ... which begins with 



“Year Zero,” on April 17, 1975’ (Yamada 2005, 147) – detailing the chaos of the Khmer 

Rouge’s forced evacuations, Nath’s separation from his wife and son, his hard labor in a 

work cooperative, his arrest, detention, and torture – the second third reconstructs the 

details of Nath’s transfer to and incarceration at Tuol Sleng. In spare and accessible 

language, Nath renders a vivid and excruciating account of the horrors that prisoners 

endured at S-21 – the shackling together of dozens of naked prisoners, the use of sleep 

depravation and starvation tactics, the abject lack of sanitation, torture interrogation, 

disappearance, and death. Nath recounts:  

Each day they would take some prisoners out of my room to be interrogated. They 

would handcuff and blindfold the prisoners before they left the room. Sometimes 

some of the prisoners came back with wounds or blood on their bodies, while 

others disappeared. Prisoners who had been there when I arrived started dying in 

the room, one by one. If a prisoner died in the morning, they would not take him 

out until night. (1998, 46)  

This eyewitness testimony assumes an important juridical significance given Pol Pot’s 

denial of the existence of S-21 throughout his entire life. When questioned by journalist 

Nate Thayer in 1997, Pol Pot asserted: ‘I made only big decisions on big issues. I want to 

tell you – Tuol Sleng was a Vietnamese exhibition. A journalist wrote that. People talk 

about Tuol Sleng, Tuol Sleng, Tuol Sleng . . . When I first heard about Tuol Sleng it was 

on the Voice of America. I listened twice’ (cited in Chandler 1999, 8). This form of 

denial persists in the present day among living Khmer Rouge leaders. Duch has testified 

at the ECCC that he was just following the orders of the Khmer Rouge’s chief ideologue, 

Nuon Chea, who in turn has vehemently declared that that he ‘was not at any time 

responsible for S-21’ (cited in Kong 2012). In this ongoing context of impunity and 

genocide denial, Nath’s memoir continues to assume a critical role in Cambodia’s 

transitional justice movement – establishing, as Schlund-Vials (2012, 125) argues about 

Cambodian American life writing, ‘an alternative route to justice forged not [just] in 

courts of law but staged in literary, more fluid courts of public opinion’.  

Nath’s use of autobiography to stage this intervention is significant given the traumatic 



history of the Khmer Rouge’s specific deployment of the genre as an instrument of 

genocide. One of the most violent scenes in Nath’s memoir occurs in the chapter in which 

Khmer Rouge interrogators are seeking to extract Nath’s confession through electroshock 

torture. Nath (1998, 33) recalls, ‘after they still couldn’t get the confession they wanted 

out of me, they shocked me again so severely that I collapsed on the floor, my shirt 

completely drench with sweat’. David Chandler explains:  

Confession texts, survivors’ memories, and the grisly instruments discovered at 

the site made it clear that torture was widely inflicted at S-21. Torture or 

threatened with torture, few prisoners maintained their innocence for long. 

Considered guilty from the moment they arrived . . . thousands of these men and 

women were expected to confess their guilt in writing before they were taken off 

to be killed. (1999, 6)  

A record of the cruelty and extreme paranoia undergirding the operations at S-21, the 

forced false confessions elicited by Khmer Rouge torturers represent one of the darkest 

and most macabre iterations of the autobiographical genre in the twentieth- century 

history. These documents – what the Documentation of Center of Cambodia now 

classifies as either a prisoner’s biography or a prisoner’s confession – conform to strict 

generic patterns of their own. In their introduction to the published confession of Chum 

Mey, Youk Chhang and Chandler comment that S- 21 confessions normally begin with a 

‘pre-revolutionary autobiography,’ followed by an account of ‘anti-communist activities,’ 

and ending ‘as most confessions do, with a list of alleged accomplices’ (Chhang and 

Chandler 2012, 77). While no written confession by Nath exists today, this generic 

format is reflected in abbreviated form in Nath’s declaration in his memoir: ‘My name’s 

Heng Nath. During Sihanouk time, I was a school boy. Lon Nol regime, a painter. 

Revolutionary time, a farmer’ (Nath 1998, 39). While the false confessions of almost all 

other S-21 prisoners tragically condemned them to death, the truthfulness of Nath’s 

‘confession’ ironically led to the Khmer Rouge’s apprehension of his usefulness to the 

regime as painter, and ultimately to his escape from S-21.  

A Cambodian testimonial that adopts a survival-through-art motif, Nath’s memoir shares 



perhaps the most affinity in content and form to memoirs such as Daran Kravanh’s Music 

Through Dark and Arn Chorn-Pond’s Never Fall Down – both of which revise 

conventions of the musician’s autobiography to tell a story of the protagonist’s survival 

as a young musician singled out to entertain the Khmer Rouge. Nonetheless, Nath’s 

memoir is unique in Cambodian writing in its status as a literary self-portrait. Beginning 

in the chapter entitled ‘Meeting Deuch,’ Nath’s text offers a morbid twist on the narrative 

section ‘descriptions of major commissions’ that normally comprises the bulk of the 

traditional artist’s autobiography (Soussloff 1997, 20). While Duch’s notoriety as one of 

the worst war criminals of the twentieth century has been propagated in the last decade 

by the media surrounding the ECCC and through influential memoirs such as Francois 

Bizot’s The Gate, Nic Dunlop’s The Lost Executioner, and Rithy Panh’s The Elimination, 

Nath’s memoir represents, to my knowledge, the first historical reference to Duch in 

testimonial life writing of the Cambodian genocide. When Duch appears in Nath’s 

narrative, he is described as ‘not a low-ranking man . . . his words so powerful [that] his 

bodyguards appeared like mice cowering in front of a cat’ (Nath 1998, 49). Such 

descriptions clearly establish Duch’s culpability as a leader of S-21, militating against 

years of denial on Duch’s part. Throughout the narrative, Duch is also figured as Nath’s 

art patron of sorts, enlisting Nath to paint ‘realistic, clear, correct and noble 

reproduction[s]’ of a photograph of Pol Pot” (49). In exchange, Nath is granted the 

prolongation of his life and given special treatment as a prisoner: ‘Deuch had them take 

me outside to cut my hair and fingernails and for me to take a shower . . . I could see the 

sky and it was the first time I’d felt the sun on my skin in a long time. The feeling of 

warmth was so strange’ (51). As Nath describes his ‘first painting’ – ‘a large portrait of 

Pol Pot, three meters by one-and-a-half meters,’ he sees from his window the prisoners 

from his former cell being led away (58). Sickened by the realization of their impending 

execution, Nath stops painting and contemplates the photograph of Pol Pot: ‘I wondered 

how he could look so pleasant yet treat people so cruelly, torturing and killing people of 

the same Khmer blood without feeling any regret’ (59). Here, Nath gives voice to the 

questions that have haunted the collective psyche of Cambodians since 1975: as Craig 

Etcheson explains, above all else Cambodians have expressed a ‘desire for answers, for 

an explanation to the elusive existential question, Why? Why did Pol Pot do it? Why did 



we have to suffer so much?’ (2005, 150). Channeling this collective sensibility into his 

memoir, Nath foregrounds the work of reconciliation that still needs to take place – 

reconciliation grounded not in a retributive legal form of justice, but in collective 

knowledge and understanding.  

In some ways, Nath’s story parallels that of Jewish Polish writer and painter Bruno 

Schulz who was forced to paint for Nazi Gestapo officer Felix Landau during the 

Holocaust. Ficowski’s comprehensive biography of Schulz, Regions of the Great Heresy, 

chronicles how Landau  

became interested in Schulz’s painting talents and demanded various works from 

him, paying him in bread or soup. Landau styled himself Schulz’s ‘protector’ for 

whom his “charge” performed tasks on demand . . . Schulz also painted ‘frescoes’ 

in the so-called Reitschule and large, multicolored compositions on the ways of 

the Gestapo casino. Schulz deliberately prolonged this work in order to increase 

his chances of survival. (2003, 225)  

Schulz tragically did not live to tell his story first hand since he was shot and killed by an 

SS Officer in Drohobycz in 1942. Both the artist’s biography of Schulz and Nath’s 

artist’s autobiography, in their alignment with the holocaust testimonial genre, subvert 

Beaujour’s (1991, 244) characterization of the traditional form of the literary self-portrait 

as fundamentally concerned with the ‘present of writing’ rather than with the historical 

past. Far from exhibiting an ‘absence of a continuous narrative’ and from being born out 

of the ‘idle, bookish discourse’ of the artist (2, 8), Nath’s human rights literary self-

portrait is explicitly invested in ‘a truthful rendition of life experience under the Khmer 

Rouge,’ documenting his encounters with Duch at S-21 in a way that could ‘be useful as 

historical evidence in constructing domestic/international public support for a war crimes 

tribunal’ (Yamada, 2005, 153). As Yamada has noted, given the failure of justice that has 

characterized Cambodia’s post-genocide milieu, ‘historical accuracy takes on more 

importance than it would in a non-Cambodian autobiography, whose fictive potentiality 

has been well explored’ (153).  

This emphasis on historical veracity is also evident in Nath’s artistic output throughout 



the 1980s – works commissioned after the 1979 Vietnamese invasion/liberation of 

Cambodia when he returned to work at the converted Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum. 

Eight of these paintings (Figures 2 and 3), which now  

Figure 2. Nath’s painting of Tuol Sleng. Source: White Lotus Press.  

  



 
Figure 3. Nath’s painting of Tuol Sleng. Source: White Lotus Press.  

hang on the museum’s walls, are included in Nath’s memoir: one depicts an emaciated, 

blindfolded prisoner hoisted onto a makeshift scaffold by two guards; others illustrate 

various scenes of torture such as waterboarding, lashing, and fingernail extraction; one a 

visual self-portrait of Nath alone in his S-21 prison cell; a final image shows a prisoner’s 

execution. Nath has explained in interviews that these paintings can be divided into three 

categories: those he witnessed first- hand; those based on what he saw and heard from a 

distance; and those based on accounts of other prisoners (Poree 2013, 84). Nath’s return 

to confront to the horrific past marked the beginning of his personal battle against 

historical amnesia. The fact that Nath’s paintings were produced under extreme 

circumstances, and that they represent the only survivor visual testimonial archive of the 

crimes against humanity committed at S-21, seems to be lost on some critics.  

For instance, David Simmons comments in article entitled ‘Atrocity Tourism Overkill?’ 

that ‘the amateurish paintings of various torture methods festooning the walls of Tuol 

Sleng left [him] largely unmoved’ (cited in Schlund-Vials 2012, 64). Such a patronizing 

dismissal of Nath’s work is troubling reminiscent of Duch’s comment in an interview 



with Rithy Panh decades after the genocide that ‘He [Vann Nath] isn’t a great painter; 

there isn’t anything true to life in his pictures’ (cited in Panh and Bataille 2012, 108). 

Even in the praise and respect of Nath’s work by art critics such as Boreth Ly, a 

disparaging opinion of Nath’s aesthetic is detectable, for Ly (2008, 117) writes: 

‘Although [the] purpose of [Nath’s art] is to describe the violence that the artist 

witnessed, they lack an analytical perspective on the horrific ordeal that he experienced’. 

Ly goes on to suggest, ‘like many other survivors, Vann Nath’s [ability] to see 

analytically was devastated while he was imprisoned at Tuol Sleng’ (2008, 118). To 

varying degrees, the critics of Nath’s art summarized here clearly demonstrate a limited 

vision of their own. As Panh aptly articulates, ‘Nath’s work deals powerfully with 

memory, and that’s what one must analyze. Nath is a painter and a survivor – and a 

survivor because he was a painter. You can’t understand his work except through that 

perspective’ (Panh and Bataille 2012, 108). The inclusion of images of Nath’s paintings 

in his memoir, far from seeking to produce a gratuitous shock aesthetic, powerfully 

assists the reader in understanding the complex imbrication in Nath’s oeuvre between art 

and survival, both in the past and the present. Nath makes clear in his memoir that his art 

also represents a profoundly personal mode of working through trauma: ‘Time passed 

and I slowly rebuilt my life. I felt much less tense, able to reveal the mystery of this 

prison to outsiders, so that they could know how bad it was. I believe the spirits of the 

people who died must have applauded our work. Contributing to the establishment of this 

Genocide Museum was the most meaningful thing I had ever done’ (1998, 108).  

The analytical perspective expressed here on the role of art as simultaneously a 

counterforce to traumatic despair and as a vehicle of collective understanding and 

historical truth signals Nath’s movement from the status of ‘victim to plaintiff’ (Yamada 

2005, 153). This movement can also be traced in Nath’s artistic oeuvre, for Thompson 

notes that a number of Nath’s later visual self- portraits embrace more abstraction and sit 

‘outside the explicit Khmer Rouge frame’ (Thompson 2013, 78). While these later 

paintings by Nath are not included in the memoir, a series of photographs depicting Nath 

in his life after 1979 offer a similar interpretation. These photos depict Nath: as a member 

of the PRK resistance army in 1980; alongside the six other survivors of Tuol Sleng after 

the 1979 liberation (Figure 4); at work at the genocide museum throughout the 1990s; 



peacefully painting landscape scenes in his home studio in 1997; and finally posed 

alongside his wife and four children. The dust jacket of the book also includes a 

photograph of Nath in the present defiantly holding a photograph of his S-21 prisoner 

photo (Figure 5). Collectively, these photographs offer a portrait of an extraordinary 

survivor and artist – one whose foremost concern was ‘keeping memory alive’ to honor 

the victims and to pass on knowledge to the next generation (Nath 1998, 116). Thompson 

(2013, 78) argues that the Buddhist  

 

 

 

Figure 4. The photograph of the survivors of Tuol Sleng. Source: White Lotus Press.  

  



 
Figure 5. The dust jacket photo of Nath. Source: White Lotus Press.  

themes apparent in Nath’s later self-portraits reflect his ‘intense focus on his own self’ as 

‘a means of constructing a path out of self-absorption to being consciously there – for the 

world’. This outward commitment to the world and to the cause of justice is the theme 

with which Nath’s memoir ends: ‘Pol Pot died unpunished, without ever having to 

answer for his deeds. And perhaps the surviving Khmer Rouge leaders will never be 

punished either. But one way or another, I believe there will be justice’ (Nath 1998, 118).  

Although Vann Nath feared he would never live to see this day of justice for the victims, 



over 10 years after the publication of his memoir, he took to the stand as a witness at the 

ECCC (Jarvis 2013, 82). On the historic day of Monday, 29 June 2009, he inaugurated 

the testimony by surviving prisoners of S21 in the trial against Duch. Beginning by 

telling the story of his arrest, torture, transfer, detention, and survival at S-21, Nath then 

proceeded to answer questions from the judges, particularly about the content of his 

painted works. As Anne-Laure Poree explains:  

The effect on Cambodian villagers who came to attend the hearing was 

spectacular. Each painting raised a waive of indignation, expressions of disgust, 

sharp comments. In this collective heart-rending, many of them see that they did 

not know until now the very existence of S-21. There is no doubt that they will 

never forget their day at the court. Vann Nath succeeded in his work of 

transmission. (2013, 85–86)  

While Nath heard the ECCC’s initial judgment sentencing Duch to 35 years 

imprisonment, Nath passed away in 2011 while Duch’s sentence was being appealed. He 

died without knowing that Duch received the final sentencing of life imprisonment. 

Nonetheless, to the end of his life, Nath held a strong conviction in the power of 

testimony – literary, artistic, and legal – to advance the cause of collective justice. In 

Cambodia’s ongoing engagement with its troubled past, Nath’s work reflects the function 

of human rights life narratives to ‘issue a call ... for institutions, communities, and 

individuals to respond to the story; to recognize the humanity of the teller and the justice 

of the claim; to take responsibility for that recognition; and to find means of redress’ 

(Schaffer and Smith 2004, 3). As a human rights literary self-portrait that is thoroughly 

invested in these goals, Vann Nath’s A Cambodian Prison Portrait: One Year in the 

Khmer Rouge’s S-21 remains a profoundly important text in the archive of Cambodian 

history, refusing to look away from the darkest traumas of this past.  
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